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I. INTRODUCTION
Algebraic classification of the energy-momentum tensor Tp,.,p,~l = l,..., 4, with the use of matrix algebra has been carried out by Churchill, ' Petrov, 2*3 Pleba6ski, 4*5 and Hail6 In Refs. 45 a spinor approach to this classification is also proposed. A general spinor technique has been presented and applied to the classification of T,, by Penrose. "' In the present paper, we follow Refs. 4 and 5. According to the results of these articles there exist 15 algebraic types of Tp,, which are divided into four Types (capital T!): Zz, ZR, ZZ, and ZZZ. Tp,, is of Type Zz if Tc has four eigenvectors and some of its eigenvalues are complex. If Tt has four eigenvectors and all its eigenvalues are real then Tc,, belongs to type Z, . Finally, if Tl: has three or two eigenvectors then TP,, is of type ZZ or ZZZ, respectively (compare Fig. 1 in Sec. III of the present paper). Now it seems to be physically reasonable to impose some restrictions on the energy-momentum tensor representing real macroscopic matter.4*9 These restrictions are known as the dominant energy condition, defined by T,,,.dv" >O (l.la) and TP,,v" is non-spacelike, (l.lb) for every non-spacelike vector ti. The condition (l.la) is called the weak energy condition. In the theory of singularities in a space-time' the following conditions are imposed on T p"' * (i) The null convergence condition T,,u.+'w">O for every null vector ti.
(1.2)
(ii) The timelike convergence condition
for every non-spacelike vector d (A is the cosmological constant ). The following relation holds:
(l.la) and (l.lb)j(l.la)J(1.2)~(1.3).
(1.4)
As has been shown in Refs. 4 and 9, neither ( l.la) nor ( l.lb) can be satisfied for TPV of type Zz or ZZZ. Therefore, these types are physically unrealized, at least on the macroscopic level. Similarly, the condition (1.2) and, by (1.4), " On leave of absence from the University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland.
also the condition ( 1.3) cannot be satisfied by TP,, of type Zz or ZZZ. We consider these facts further in Sec. IV. There are various interesting applications of the algebraic classification of TPY. Some of them can be found in Refs. 4 and 9-15.
The natural question now arises: Is the algebraic classiJi cation of TPy stable undersmallperturbations? This question is natural and important from the physical point of view, as no physical measurement determining the energy-momentum tensor can be exact and, consequently, the components of this tensor are known only to some finite accuracy.
An elegant and effective method which enables us to answer the question stated has been developed by Arnold, 16 who considers the normal forms for matrices depending holomorphically on parameters. Arnold's theory has been applied by Ellis and McCarthy" for finding the stable canonical forms of the Weyl tensor.
In the present paper we follow Refs. 16 and 17 with some obvious modifications (see Sets. II and III).
The main results are presented in Sec. III, where we find the miniversal deformations of all 15 canonical forms for the traceless Ricci tensor and then get the stable classification of the energy-momentum tensor [see (3.39)]. The scheme (3.39) yields also all possible degenerations for the algebraic types of T,, (Fig. 1) . Figure 1 generalizes n-tuples of real and complex numbers, respectively. A deformation of x0 EX is a differentiable (respectively, holomorphic ) mapping U~&-+X(/~)EX such that x( 0) = x0. Analogously one defines a deformation of an element g,EG. Two deformations x(/z) and x'(A) (&U) of xOEx are said to be equivalent if there exists a deformation e(L) of the identity element e, of G such that x'(R) = e(/2).x(/2). A deformation U3&+x(R)& of x0& is called versai if for every deformation U' ~,uF-+ x'(,~)EXofx~, where U'CRk (respectively Ck), there exist an open subset U M of U' ( OEU fl ), a deformation U " 3p-+ e(k)EG of the identity element e, of G and a differentiable (respectively, holomorphic) mapping 4: U' -t U such that 4(O) =Oand x'(p) = e(p)c&5(p)) for each ,ueU", (2.1)
i.e., the deformations U' ~~uHx'(,u)EX and U" 3,u++ x(4@ ))Ex of x0&Y are equivalent. The fundamental result that enables one to find the versal deformation is the following lemma given by ArnoldI (see also Ref. 17) .
Lemma: A deformation x(A) of x0&' is versa1 iff the tangent space to the family x(/z) at x0 is complementary to the tangent space to the orbit G*x, of x0 at x0.
It is evident that we are mostly interested in such a versal deformation of xOEx which depends on the minimal number of parameters, say m. Such a versa1 deformation is called mirziversal and from Arnold's 
In the next section we find the miniversal deformations of the matrix canonical forms for the traceless Ricci tensor.
III. MINIVERSAL DEFORMATIONS OF THE MATRIX CANONICAL FORMS FOR THE TRACELESS RICCI TENSOR
Let p be a point of a space-time manifold M and let g,," and R,, (,u,Y = 1,...,4) be the components of the metric ten-2840 sor atp and the components of the Ricci tensor at p, respectively, with respect to some local coordinate system xfi [the signature of the metric is ( + + -I--) 1. Finally, let R denote the scalar curvature atp. Then the traceless Ricci tensor % at p, is defined as follows: 59: = Cpy dxp@dx", CPV: = R,, -$Rg,,.
(3.1)
One finds that CcrV = C,,p and C$ = 0.
and consider (6" as an endomorphism T,(M) -+ T, (M), where T, (M) is the tangent space of M at p. This enables us to classify algebraically %' and, consequently, one gets the algebraic classification of 't' which, by the Einstein's equations, is also the algebraic classification of the energy-momentum tensor. Such a classification was done by one of us ( PlebaI?lski,4,5 see also . In the present paper we cite only the final results.
Denoting by (E, ,E2 ,E3,E4 ), E,ET~ (M), a = l,..., 4, an appropriate orthonormal tetrad at p [g,,E~E i = g,,; a,b = 1,...,4; (go,,) = diag(l,l,l, -111 and by (E',E2,E3,E4), E%?',*(M), the dual tetrad to (El ,E:, ,E3 ,E4 ), one has the following algebraic classification of %: rVpe b 5s = C*,E"eE4
ImZ#O, S, +S, +2ReZ=O.
Eigenvalues of %': S, , S, , Z, Z;
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[4N], ifS=N=O. Type Zz contains the following types:
Tw L 0 0 0 -T S, +S, +S, + T=O.
(3.5)
From the work of ArnoldI on deformations of Jordan canonical forms of matrices and from the work of Ellis and McCarthy" on deformations of Petrov types one can expect that the above given algebraic classification of the traceless Ricci tensor is highly unstable in the sense that any small perturbation may drastically change the algebraic type. To find a stable classification of % we employ Arnold's theory of deformation. Now, the differentiable manifold X (see Sec. II) is the space of all 4 x 4 real symmetric matrices such that AGJA,, + A,, + A,, -A, = 0. The Lie group G acting on X is the proper and orthochronus Lorentz group S0'(3,1;R).SOt(3,1;R) actsonXasfollows:
Eigenvalues of Y;': S, , S, , S, , q Eigenvectors (respectively): E, , E2, E3, E4. Consequently, from Arnold's lemma it follows that in order to obtain a miniversal deformation of C, one need only find any complement in Tco (X) = X to the orbit of C, defined by (3.9). (The miniversal deformation of C,, depends on the complement considered!) As the work of Arnold'6 and Ellis and McCarthy" shows, it is convenient to use the orthogonal complement with respect to the scalar product (*;):T,,(X)XT,,(X)+Rdefinedby With this in hand we find miniversal deformations ofcanonical forms [ (3.4)-( 3.7) 1, for all algebraic types of Ce.
Type Z,: Here C, is given by (3.4). Then, using (3.9) and (3.10) one finds the general form of the vector tangent to the orbit of C, at C, to be 13 (S, -n 15 6% -n 4j 6% -T> 0
Firstwedealwithtype[S, -S, -S, -T],.From(3.19) we deduce that now dim(SOC')
= 6, and the orbit tangent space at C, is spanned by the vectors C, ,...,C, of (3.14) and S#T, 3S+ T=O, E, +E4 +eg SE7 =o. Type 11; In this case Co is given by (3.6), and with the Finally, the type [ 4T], is characterized by C, = 0. use of (3.9) and (3.10) one finds that the orbit tangent space Consequently, dim(SO'( 3,1;R)C,) = 0 and , at C, consists of the following vectors: Finally, in the case of type [ 4N ] 2, the orbit tangent space at C,, is spanned by the vectors C, + C, , C, $ C, ) and C, + Cs; dim(S0'(3,1;R)C,) = 3, and m = 9 -3 = 6. Consequently, the family [ 4N Type 111: Here Co is given by (3.7). Then by (3.9) and (3.10) one finds that the space tangent to the orbit of C, at Co consists of the following vectors: (3.35) In the case of [S -3N 14, from (3.35) Now one can interpret our results as follows: (i) Formulas defining the miniversal deformations give the stable canonicalforrns of %' if the miniversal parameters e, ,...,E~ are assumed to be sufficiently small, (ii) The Blgebraic types of the stable canonical forms are presented by the scheme (3.39).
The scheme (3.39) enables us to find the degeneration scheme for algebraic types of ie as the degeneration is an inverse relation to the deformation. This degeneration scheme is given by Fig. 1 , where the degeneration is represented by the arrow -. . The scheme (3.39) can be obtained from 3) From (4.2) it follows that the algebraic classification of T,, is defined by the algebraic classification of C,,,. Then, formulas (3.5) and (4.2) or (3.6) and (4.2) enable us to express the energy conditions (see the Introduction) for Types IR or 11, respectively, in terms of eigenvalues of Tp,,. Straightforward calculations lead to the following results (compare Refs. 4, 9, 13, 15) :
( 1) The weak energy condition ( 1. la);
Type IR: t(0 and t<s,, r = 1,2,3, (4.4) Type II: p<O, n(0 and n(sl, I= 1,2. (4.5) (2) The dominant energy condition (l.la), (l.lb);
Type jR: t<s,< -t, r = 1,2,3, (4 (4) [or (4.4), (4.6), (4.8), (4.10), resp. ] are satisfied. Thus, for example, in the case of perfect fluid T&, = (E + p) uP II,, f pg,,, CPy appears to be of the type [ 3s -T ] 2 and the stable energy conditions read:
(1) E>Q -e<p, (2) --E<P<E. (3) -c<p.
(4) --<p, -E < 3p -1/4nA, respectively. Consequences of the results obtained in this paper in the theory of singularities we intend to consider elsewhere,
